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Abstract 

NONLINEAR OPTICS AT INTERFACES 

Chenson K. Chen 

Two aspects of surface nonlinear optics are explored in this the

sis. The first part ij a theoretical and experimental study of nonlin

ear interaction of surface plasmons and bulk photons at metal-dielec

tric interfaces. The second part is a demonstration and study of sur

face enhanced second harmonic generation at rough metal surfaces. 

A general formulation for nonlinear interaction of surface ^las-

mons at metal-dielectric interfaces is presanted and applied to both 

second and third order nonlinear processes. Experimental results for 

coherent second and third harmonic generation by surface plasraons and 

surface coherent antiStokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) are shown to be 

in good agreement with the theory. In the case of second harmonic gen

eration, it is demonstrated that two counterpropagating surface plas

mons at a silver-crystal quartz interface result in a coherent second 

harmonic output propagating along the surface normal, as required by 

momentum conservation. In third harmonic generation by a surface plas-

mon wave propagating along a silver-methanol interface, the result 

yields the value of the third order nonlinear susceptibilitv of meth

anol as X i i M S w = u + w + to) = 3 * 10 esu. Tha work on surface 

CARS is the first demonstration of a surface nonlinear optical effect 

in which all input and output waves are surface plasmons. At a silver-

benzene interface, the output is resonantly enhanced when the Raman 

mode of benzene is resonantly excited, and when the output is phase-

matched. Just like bulk CARS, surface CARS can be used as a spectro-
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Introduction 

The propagation of surface electromagnetic waves at interfaces 

has found many applications in the physics of solids and interfaces. 
2 They have been used to study adsorbed molecules and overlayers on sur-

3 4 

faces, to probe phase transitions, etc. In most cases, linear exci

tation and detection of surface waves have been used. On the other 

hand, few observations of nonlinear optical processes involving surface 

waves have been reported. Simon et al. have used linearly excited sur

face piasmon waves on metal-air and metal-piezoelectric interfaces to 

generate bulk second harmonic waves. DeMartini et al. have used the 

mixing of two bulk waves to generate surface electromagnetic waves, 

and the mixing of a bulk wave and surface wave as a means of detecting 
g 

surface waves. Here, experimental results on surface coherent anti-
Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS), a surface nonlinear process in which 

all input and output waves are surface plasmons, will be presented and 
9 

shown to be in good agreement with theoretical prediction. In addi
tion, experimental results on other second and third order nonlinear 
processes will be discussed. In the process of coherent second harnion-
ic generation by counterpropagating surface plasmons, the second har
monic output will be shown to propagate in a direction normal to the 

10 input surface waves. 

Following the successful demonstration of the surface CARS tech

nique, attention was then focused on surface enhanced Raman spectros

copy, SERS, in which the spontaneous Raman cross section for certain 

molecules at roughened metal surfaces was enhanced by 10 to 10 , ' 

Because the Raman scattering cross section is proportional to the third 
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order nonlinear susceptibility for CARS processes, the molecules giving 

rise to the SERS signal were also expected to give rise to an. easily 

observable surface CARS signal. Unfortunately, principally because the 

high intensity nanosecond laser pulses necessary for surface CARS gen

eration caused desorption of the molecules giving rise to the SERS sig

nal, experimental observation of a surface enhanced surface CARS signal 

was not successful. However, in an attempt *„o understand the mechanism 

giving rise to such a large effect and to isolate the possible effects 

of metal-molecule interaction, attention was then turned to the possi

ble surface enhancement resulting from local field effects on rough 

metal surfaces in the absence of any adsorbed molecules. In particu

lar, nonlinear optical processes in metals were considered. Here, ex

perimental results on surface enhanced second harmonic generation at 

roughened metal surfaces will be presented and interpreted in terms of 
13 an electromagnetic local field theory. 

In Chapter IT, the properties and characteristics of surface plas-

mons will be reviewed, with an emphasis on physical and intuitive in

terpretation. In addition, methods for linear excitation and detection 

of surface plasmons will be discussed. In Chapter III, a general 

theory for nonlinear interaction of surface plasmons will be formulated 

and applied to both second and third order nonlinear processes. De

tailed comparisons between theory and experiment will be made for both 

surface CARS and coherent second harmonic generation by counterprrpa-

gating surface plasmon experiments. In addition, the ultimate sensi

tivity and strengths, as well as limitations of the nonlinear surface 

plasmon technique will be discussed. Finally, in Chapter IV, a brief 

summary of the numerous SERS theories will be presented. Experimental 
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results for surface enhanced second harmonic generation will be pre

sented and proposals for supplementary experiments, as well as applica

tions of the surface enhancement effect, will be made. 
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Chapter II. Linear Properties of Surface Electromagnetic Waves 

In this chapter, the character and linear properties of surface 

electromagnetic waves will be discussed. A simple physical and intui

tive description, as well as a detailed mathematical description of 

surface plasmons will be presented, laying the foundation for subse

quent chapters. Typical numbers characterizing surface plasmons at 

silver-dielectric interfaces as well as a detailed description of the 

experimental sec up used to measure the surface plasmon properties will 

be given. 

A. Single Interface Surface J?lasmon 

A surface electromagnetic wave is a TM wave which propagates along 

an interface, with field amplitude a maximum at the interface, and ex

ponentially decaying along the surface normal. Consider an interface 

at z = 0 (see Fig. 1), separating two semi-infinite isotropic media 1 

and 2, with a TM wave propagating along i. The form of the electric 

fields are 

lk x~a,z £ 7? X 1 ~10)t -̂  _ E = £ e e + c.c. z •> 0 

ik x+a,2 . ^ 
t, = t2e x 2

 e - l u t + c.c. z < 0 (1) 

'l-^.'.-t)-'^'-^) 



where k is the x component of the wavevector, k, = + i<•. and k_ = 

- ia are the z components of the wavevector, aid w is the frequency of 

excitation. By applying the ujual boundary conditions, i.e., EJI and D^ 

must be continuous, for a nontrivial solution, the dispersion relation 

is, now denoting k as K 

e cu + e 9a, = 0 (3a) 
1 ^ 2 1 

„2 *2 V 2 ,... 

where K Is the surface plasmon wavevector, the e*3 are the dielectric 
x 2 

constants of the -ledia, and e . —- = K - ce., i = 1,2. Note that for TE i 2 x l c 
waves, a mathematical solution exists only for the unphysicai case of 

exponentially growing field amplitudes. If the fields exponentially 

decay away from z = 0, then either £ < 0 or K > *e —; in either case, 
/ a) 2 

then k^ = /£ —=• - K will be pure imaginary, corresponding to exponen
tially decaying fields for the TM case. 

Surface plasmons are surface electromagnetic waves occuring at a 

metal-dielectric interface, with dielectric constants £ and e, rt;5pec-
u 2 "> d 

tively. If E = 1 $- where w is equal to the plasma fiequency of 
m w 2 p 

the metal, then from Eq. (3), the dispersion curve for surface plasraons 

can be calculated as shown in Fig. 2; in fact, surface plasincns exist 

only if |e | > e > 0, e < 0, or equivalently in the region 0 < u < 
Li 
£ — l n reality, £ cannot always be modeled by a lossless fret 

electron plasma model, but the condition JE | > e > 0, e < 0 is a 
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sufficient condition for the existence of a surface plasmon. Further

more > the damping of the metal introduces damping into the surface 

plasmonj if £ « e 1 + ±z'\ then K = K' + IK", where; m m m x x x 

(-)2 -"4 
x 2K' , . . „ ,2 w 

x (e' + e ) 
m d 

in the limit e" "̂  jE'[. Thus, as the surface plasmon propagates along 
m m i(KM-ilT)x -KV X 

x, its field amplitude decays as Je I ~ e 

Finally, it is instructive to calculate the Poynting vector for 

surface plasmons, both in the jetal and in the dielectric medium. 

Using the Maxwell equations (y = 1) 

3? - \t UO./E -, 0) m ' m 1 m 

Sj = iSjICO,^", 0) (5) 

and using S = — Re(fi x af ) , 

„ K -2K"x -2a z 
t = - i ^ \t | 2 ^ e x e m z ^ O 

m 2TT ' m1 a) 

„ _,_ , K -2K"x +2a,z 
^ - + * T - I ^ l — « X e d z < 0 . (6) 

a ZTT ' a ' a) 

Because a > a, > 0, and for surface plasmons, m d f t 

IT!- 12 i , 

It i 2 " ^ a 
1 m ' 

(7) 
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and E ! > E , > 0, although energy in the metal propagates antlparallel 
ID a 

to the surface plasmon, i.e., along - x, the total or net energy flow 

mon propagation direction. 

From the above discussion, it is evident Chat surface plasmons can 

provide a very useful surface probe. First, because energy is confined 

to a thickness along the surface normal «-— < A, the field intensities 

at the interface can be very large. Not only are the high field inten

sities of prime importance for nonlinear processes, but also, they make 
2 surface plasmons very sensitive to adsorbed molecules and molecular 

3 

monolayers. Also, from the dispersion relation, one can see that sur

face plasmons are very sensitive to changes in the dielectric proper

ties of the media; ' furthermore, because of the relatively large 

damping of the metal, surface plasmons are very insensitive to the ab

sorption or scattering losses in the dielectric media, and for example, 

can be used to study absorbing media and phase transitions. 

2. The Attenuated Total Reflection Technique 

Although Sommerfeld recognized the existence of surface plasmons 

in 1909, it was not until 1968, when Otto developed the ATR (attenu

ated total reflection) technique that the study of surface plasmons 

became popular. As a modified version of the Otto method, the Kretsch-

mann ATR configuration, developed in 1971, has provided an extremely 

convenient and useful experimental tool with which one can probe metal-

dielectric interfaces. Here, a brief review of the ATR technique will 

be presented, with physical explanations of the formalism, as well as a 

simple conservation of energy consideration in estimating the actual 



s 

enhancements of the electric field. 

The basic principle of ATR is very simple. In order to excite a 

surface plasmon at a metal-dielectric interface* k must be > fiTl — . 
x d c 

If one incorporates a third medium, as shown in Fig. 3, a prism with 
c > L ,, then at an appropriate angle of incidence, i.e., — ^c sin9 p d' ir r a * ' c p sp 
= K r, it is possible to excite a surface plasmon at the metal-dielec
tric interface. Furthermore, if the thickness of the metal film, d, is 
appropriately chosen, then for a TM wave incident on the prism-metal 
interface, one can achieve 100% coupling to the surface plasmon at the 
metal-dielectric interface. By monitoring the magnitude of the reflec
ted beam as a function of angle 0t a minimum in the reflectivity will 
occur at 0 (see, for example, Fig. A), and the width of the reflec-sp 
tivity dip will be proportional to the damping, K" of the surface plas-

The dispersion relation for a surface plasmon in the Kretschmann 
ATR configuration can be easily calculated by considering the appropri
ate forms for the TM electric fields and applying the appropriate boun
dary conditions. Consider the two interface geometry, with prism z 5* 
d, metal, 0 ̂  z ̂  d, and dielectric z ̂  0, Fig, 3, with a surface plas
mon propagating along x. Then, tine fields are of the form 

ik x-a (z-d) 
E 4 e x P e~ l u > t 

P P 

m ml m2 
ik x+a,z . fc ± * X d -ldlt ,_. E. = S.e e (8) "d <T 
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where the subscripts p, ro, d refer to prism, metal, and dielectric re

spectively. By requiring that (E)II and (D)j_ be continuous at z = 0 and 

z = d, and using V • E = 0 for isotropic media to relate the components 

of the fields, a nontrivial solution exists for £ , £ ,, & -, &, only 
p ml m2 d J 

i f 

D ( u , k = K ) = 0 x x 

- 2 a d 
D(ai,k ) = (e a J + e J a ) (e a + z a ) + e m (E a J - e J a ) (E a -c a ) . (9 ) x m d d m ;• m m p m d d m p m m p 

-2a d 
Note that ife ' "^1, which it is in the usual Kretschmann case, then, 

by comparing Eq. (9) and Eq. (3), it is evident that the presence of 

the prism merely acts as a minor perturbation to the zeioth order sur-

f-.-e plasmon dispersion relation at the metal-dielectric interface. 

The ATR configuration is useful in exciting surface plasmons only if 

K' < k = fe~ — . In this case, k = \/k - K' is oure real, and x p p c p z \ p x " 
duses the surface plasmon at the metal-dielectric interface to have a 

radiative loss; in ocherwords, as the surface plasmon propagates along 

the interface, its amplitude decays via two processes: 1) internal 

damping in th^ metal, and 2) radiative damping by coupling to bulk em 

waves in the prism. In fact, the dispersion relation D(ti),k ) = 0 can 

be written as 

K = K + k + i(k.. + k. ) (10) 
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d 
(11a) 

., 2 
e e at&f 2_d ( l l b ) 

2K ( E ' + e . ) xo m d 

xo \ m a / 

-2a d 
e m Re(r ) ( l i e ) 

2 e ' a . -2a d 
, £s w m a m T / * ^n j> k -~inpr^r lmCv ( l l d ) 

xo \ n d/ 
where r is the Fresnel coefficient for reflection of a TM wave from a 

P m e"l -2a d 
prirm-mecal interface, and -77- , e N 1 . 

m| 
Having calculated the surface plasmon dispersion relation for a 

prism-metal-dielectric interface, the next logical step is to consider 

how the surface plasmon can be excited. Physically, from momentum con

siderations, for a TM wave incident on the prism side, if k = K + 
X XO 

k , where k is the x component of the incident wave/ector, then one rr x r 

would expect that the surface plasmon at the metal-dielectric interface 

would be resonantly excited. Formally, the linear exci'cation of a sur

face plasmon by thr ATR. technique can be completely described by linear 

Freanel coefficii ^. For a TM wave, 

ik x+ik (z-d) 
E. = V e e -r c.c. (12) 
inc inc 

incident on the prism side of the Kretschmann ATR prism-metal-dielec

tric geometry, the linear Fresnel reflection and transmission coeffi

cients are given by 
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2ik d 
|? | r + e m z r . 1 p' pjn rod 

pmd [ t j 2ik d 
' inc1 1 + e r r , pm md 

ik d 
' dV _ pm md 

(13) 

1 inc' 1 + e 

E k - E k _ m pz p mz 
pm E k + E k 

m pz p mz 

2 / E E k 
t . P m P z 

pra E k + E k 
m pz p mz 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

and p,m replaced by m,d respectively for r . and t ,. In their pre
sent form, the Fresnel coefficients provide little or no insight about 
surface plasmons. However, with appropriate substitutions and algebra
ic manipulation, the Fresnel coefficients can be rewritten in a much 
more intuitive form. The first important observation to be made is 
that if 

k * - ia pz p 

k = - io 

k, * - la., dz d (17) 
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then th~ denominators of r , and t , are exactly equivalent to D(w, pmd pmd J 

k ); thus, when surface plasmons are excited, r , and t , have reson-x pmd pinJ 
ant denominators. Second, consider the wavevectors present when the 

ATR geometry is used, i.e., k = - ia , k, = - ia,, and k , a , and mz m dz d pz in 
a, are real. For k = K' , then [r , I ** can be written as d x x 1 pmd 

P m d |6k - i(k.. +k. ) | 2 
1 11 ir ' 

where 6k = k - K* 3£ k - (K + > ) and k = — /T~ sine. Thus, if x :: x xo rr x c p 
the thickness of the metal film is chosen such that the radiative and 

intrinsic damping are equal, i.e., k.. = k. , then, when 5k =• 0, R = 
11 lr 

0, and all of the incidenr light energy is coupled to the surface plas-
mon. Furthermore, by measuring R(6), the width of the ref leci-lvity dip 
gives a direct measure of the damping of the surface plasmon, k.. + 
k. . At first sight, it seems somewhat contradictory that k.. = k. , ir J ii -r' 
and yet, there is no reflected wave. Physically, the explanation is 
simply that the surface plasmon does have a radiative loss, but it in
terferes destructively with the electric field that is reflected from 

-2a d 
the initial p-m interface (in practice, the term e makes multiple 
reflections much less important). Thus, ultimately, all of the energy 
of the surface plasmon is lost by damping in the metal film. 

Similarly, consider the enhancement factor t , or T = It ,( . 
prad ' pmd' 

With the same substitutions and approximations, 
1 -, 2 2 , 2 m 4e E ,e k a e =s P d m P z m (19) 

p m d (E k + i £ a )(E.2 - c2)K'[6k - i(k.. + k. )] m pz p m' d m x xi ir 

In the case that k. . = k. and when 6k = 0, by using Eq. (lib) and 



-a d 
(lid) to express e in terras of the k's, a's, and e's, T can be ex
pressed in a much more simple form, 

T max 
K k 
x pz 

2 d m 

(20) 

Thus, as one would expect, the maximum enhancement occurs wr<=ti the sur

face plasmon is resonantly excited, and is inversely proportional to 

the damping of the surface plasmon. 

Alternatively, one should be able to calculate the enhancement 

factor from simple physical considerations, namely energy conservation. 

Consider infinite plane waves incident on the Kretschmann ATR geometry, 

Fig. 3, with the thickness d of the metal film chosen so that R(6 = 

0 / = 0. In the metal and dielectric, the Poynting v?:.cor, S, has 
sp 

components only along ± x. Furthermore, because j£ I = reflected field 

= 0 at 6 = 6 , there is no energy radiated from the metal film bv the sp 
surface plasmon field. The povp.r loss/volume of the surface plasmon as 

it propagates along x is given by 

P . /volume = (S (x) - S (x + dx)) *y.d* sp,loss x x ' dxaydz 

2K"S 
X X 

where K" = k. . . In the above approximation, because no energy is lost 

via radiative damping, it is appropriate to choose the damping parame

ter to be k.. as in Eq. (lib) for the single interface surface plasmon. 

The total energy loss/time in a volume element dxdyj dz at x •= 0, using 

Eq. (6) is given by 



sp,loss dxdy | dz 2K"S 

2K"dxdy r° r 
r!oo x,d 1 

iS. 
- ^ - f- dxdy a 2TI m J 

k..K f , 11 x 1 + — * - \ f - \ Z . I'dxdy. e L: f 2<r' d' ^ d n m J 
(22) 

Furthermore, because the energy propagating along + x leaving the vol

ume element dxdy J dz at x + dx is exactly compensated by the energy 

propagaf ng along + x encering the same volume element at x, there is 

no net energy radiated from the volume element under consideration. On 

the other hand, the total energy input/time into the same volume ele

ment by £. is given by 

e !*». I dxdy cosQ p inc sp (23) 

Because there can be no energy build up in any volume element, in the 

steady static case, energy conservation requires P. = P , . Thus, 
xnc sp,loss 

by using Eq. (3) and recognizing that [k 
pz 

K'k 
x pz 

o 
k. . (24) 

which is identical to the expression derived from the exact Fresnel 

transmission coefficient, Eq. (20). 

Having developed the formalism characterizing the linear proper-
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ties of surface plasmons, it is now instructive to consider what mater

ials are most useful in exciting surface plasraons and then to calculate 

typical realistic values for the field enhancement factor and surface 

plasraon propagation lengths. For excitation in the visible and near 

IR, silver and gold are the best metals because of their relatively 

weak damping and large dielectric constants, je | > 1 . Silver has the 

least damping of any metal in this region and thus yields surface plas-

mons with relatively large enhancement factors. Gold, on the other 

hand, is a relatively inert metal, and can be used with relatively less 

stable dielectric materials, e.g. liquid crystals. Because of ihe ex

citation mechanism for the ATR technique, it is apparent that surface 

plasmons can be excited only for dielectrics with e, < e . Thus, it is 
d p ' 

imperative to choose a prism with high index of refraction. Although 

higher refractive index materials are available, such as LiNbO„ or ru-

tile, heavy flint glass prisms, Schott F2 or SF10, were used because 

they possessed inversion symmetry (important for nonlinear experiments), 

were chemically stable, were commercially available, and were relative

ly inexpensive. For typical numbers, consider the Kretschmann ATR ge-

e. = 2.25 for a typical organic liquid, e.g. benzene, and e = 3.0. c p 

c;ise, a silver film of — 500 A thickness will provide near optimal 

coupling to the surface plasmon. Using Eq. (19) or (20), for e, - 1, 
a 

• t I ~ 15. In the case e, = 2.25, one finds that It ,j ~ 7 and k.. ' pmd' d ' pmd1 n 
— — x 5 x 10 ; this corresponds to A 6 j _ ^ — 1.2* in the reflectivity 

dip R(6), with 6 defined at the metal-prism interface, and a propaga

tion length TTJT ~ 10 um. Experimentally, it has been determined that 



faster evaporation rates for silver, up tc at least 50 A/sec, will pro

duce narrower surface plasiaon reflectivity dips. 

The experimental set up used to monitor the surface plasmon exci

tation is shown in Fig. 5. With the incident beam fixed in space, as 

the prism-mirror assembly is rotated, the reflected beam is translated, 

but always propagates in the same direction. Note that ic is not ne

cessary for the mirror to be parallel to the silvered prism surface. 

Thus, by placing a detector at the focal point of the collection lens 

as shown, the reflectivity of the incident beam can be monitored, di

rectly measuring R(6). As a note of caution, in comparing the measured 

reflectivity to R(6) given in Eq. (13), one must include the reflectiv

ity losses at the prism-air interface as well as the mirror-air inter

face. Although the major dependence is given by R(8), the additional 

factors slightly alter the wings and shoulders of the measured reflec

tivity. A Responsyn HDM155 stepping motor was used to control the ro

tary table, with a 0.05 degree step size. An E G and G SGD 100 A pho-

todiode with a - 90 volt bias was used to measure the reflected beam; 

for CW lasers, the phocodiode output was directly recorded by a HP680M 

strip chart recorder; for pulsed lasers, the photodiode output was in

tegrated by a gated electrometer and then recorded on a strip chart re

corder. 99.95% pure silver was used to evaporate the thin metal films 

onto F2 or SF10 glass equilateral prisms (30 mm * 30 mm) available from 

Klinger Scientific Corporation. The prism was mechanically mounted on 

the rotary table, and a cell with a teflon 0-ring seal was pressed 

against the silvered prism face, providing a liquid reservoir. 

In summary, a brief review of surface p la unions has been presented. 

Physical interpretations as well as a simple conservation of energy 
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argument ha^e been used to give the reader a simple incuitive under

standing of surface plasmons. Furthermore, it was shown that from a 

measured ATR reflectivity curve, one can calculate realistic values of 

surface plasmon characteristics. 
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Chapter III. Nonlinear Interaction of Surface Plasmons at 

Metal-Dielectric Interfaces 

Although nonlinear optics in bulk media is a well developed field, 

surface nonlinear optics, in particular, nonlinear interaction of sur

face plasmons, has been relatively unexploied. Physically, because the 

surface plasmon fields are strongly enhanced, surface nonlinear optical 

processes can be easily observed. In this chapter, a general formalism 

of nonlinear surface plasmon interaction, exact within the framework of 

the nonlinear tfaxwell equations, will be presented, and then applied to 
(2) (3) 

both x *" J°d X processes in which theory and experiment can be di
rectly compared- The ultimate sensitivity and potential, as well as 
possible limitations of the nonlinear surface plasmon technique for ma
terial studies will be discussed. 

A. General Theory 

The theory of nonlinear interaction of surface plasmons is a 

straight forward extension of the theory on nonlinear generation and 
20 21 detection of surface plasmons developed earlier. * Consider the 

Kretschmann ATR geometry as shown in Fig. 3. The dispersion relation 

of the surface plasmons is given by Eq. (9) 

D((u,k « K ) = 0, x x 

-2a d 
D(k ,d>) - (e a,+£,a ) ( e a + £ a ) + e m ( e a, - e.a ) (e a -e a )>(25) v x m d d m p m m p x m d d m p m m p 



where the subscripts p, m, and d refer to the prism, metal, and dielec-
ctr 
2 

2 2 
ric, respectively, the E'S are the dielectric constants, a = k 

2 2 -> p x p 
D 2 , 2 a) , 2 , 2 

~ -> k - e -7T, and a , = k - e . 
-~, « - R. - e. —~, auu w.-iv - t , .. d is the thickness of the 2 m x m 2 a x a i c c c 

metal film, and K = K" + iK" is the complex wavevector of the surface 
X X X 

plasmon. Let E ., i = 1.2, ...,n be the incident fields at frequencies pi' 
(j.. and E,. be the field associated with the surface nlasmon in the di-i di 
electric medium, where |£ di1 t. E . and t. i 1 pi' i t , is the enhancement pmd 
associated with the surface plasmon fields. Then the nonlinear genera

tion is governed by the nonlinear Maxwell equation 
2 

I V x V x 4.)i-
S<NL) 2 < 0 

2 > 0 

S = o (26) 

with the proper boundary conditions applied at z = 0 and z = d, where 
$(•«•> = x ( N L ) : E E ... E and D = zE + 4 T T ? < N L ) . Here only isotropic dl d2 dn 
media will be considered, and the dielectric (z ̂  0) will be assumed to 
be the only nonlinear medium. The case in which thi: nonlinearit) ji 

the metal is important, can be similarly solved. In general, the form 
of the solution is given by 

E - a i P P 
ik x+ik (z-d) . x pz -lait z > d 

ik x+ik z ik x-ik z 
~m2 c + c.c. 0 < z < d (27) 
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^ ik x+ik. z 
* a- x dz -101c 
Ed " V 

_̂  ik x+ik z . _ 
• * e * s z

e - i ( U t • < 0 (27) 

where & , « ,, p ml « 9, and «, are the homogeneous solutions and 5*is the 

particular solution to the Maxwell equations, k is the x component of 
2 2 2 2 2 the wavevector, k = k - k = - a , k pz p x 9 p *"* o f -̂  9 H *"*• o1" 

2 , 2 u ,2 w , 2 'it ?• 
d p p 2 m m 2 d d 2 s 

2 , 2 .2 a , k, = k, -m dz d 
k x + k 2 + 

and w = to, + <i). + ... + u> 1 2 i 

+ k , n 
&> can be solved directly from the wave 

equation for z ̂  0 y and the homogeneous solutions can then be solved by 
applying the boundary conditions Eir and BH continuous at z = 0 and z = 
d and using V • E = 0 to relate the field components. The solution for 
the TM case for £ and 2 at frequency w is given by 

*rf 

k *<"•> - k P ( N L > ' 
SZ X X Z 

( e k + £ k ) + e m pz p mz 

2 i k d mz p <NL) 
SZ X 

k r(NLn/ £d kmz 

I* SSB 

+ k. 

ik d inz 
=)) 

x (E k - £ k ) 
m pz p raz 

(28) 

£B = 
k, P ( N L> dz x 

"mz p m D(k ,u) 

D(NL) 
+ k (29) 

dz 

Ac this point, a few comments about the physical aspects contained 
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within the mathematical formalism would be helpful. The mechanism 
leading to the nonlinear generation is very straightforward. The in
cident fields £ . excite surface plasmons at OJ. at the metal-dielectric 

pi F i 
interface. The surface plasmon fields then generate a nonlinear polar
ization, P^ ' at id = <ii_ + oi_ + ... + w , in the dielectric medium, and 

1 2 n 
P , iri turn, radiates, generating the output fields S and & . The 
nonlinear enhancement of the output fields resulting from the surface 
plasmon enhancement of the incident fields is shown explicitly in the 
expression for P as the product of the input surface plasmon fields 
£,,£,_...£, - Furthermore, as in bulk nonlinear optics, any material dl al an 
resonance will be contained in the expression for x ; for example, 
**(3) 
X may contain a resonant denominator in the case of a Raman active 
medium. Finally, it is important to note that if it is possible to 
phase match the nonlinear field, i.e. the output wave is also a surface 
plasmon, then the terra (D(k ,u)) will provide an additional resonant 
denominator. 

B. Coherent Second Harmonic Generation by Countprpropagating Surface 
Plasmons 
The simplest surface nonlinear optical process, second harmonic 

generation, involving a single surface plasmon input, was first ob
served by Simon et al. in 1974. In that case, surface plasmons were 
excited at a silver-air interface, and the nonlinearity was interpreted 
as arising from a surface dipole layer in the silver film. By exciting 

surface plasmons at a silver-piezoelectric crystal (quartz or KDP) 
( 2) 

interface, because x ^ 0 in the electric dipole (El) approximation, 
Simon et al. observed a much larger second harmonic signal. Here, ex-
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perimental results on coherent second harmonic generation by counter-

propagating surface plasmons will be presented. Xn a bulk nonlinear 

medium, counterpropagating waves will lead to second harmonic genera

tion in all directions. On the surface, however, because of the re

quirement of conservation of wavevector along the surface, counterpro

pagating surface waves generate coherent second harmonic waves only in 

the direction perpendicular to the surface. This peculiar effect has 

been pointed out earlier by several authors in a number of theoretical 
22 

studies. On the other hand, experimentally, second harmonir genera
tion propagating in a direction perpendicular to the surface has been 

23 24 

generated by counterpropagating evanescent and guided waves, but 

not by surface plasmons. 

The surface plasmons along a silver-crystal quartz interface were 

excited by using a slightly modified Kretschmann geometry, as shown in 

Fig. 6(a). In this case, the nonlinearity of the quartz was mainly re

sponsible for the second harmonic generation. The quartz crystal was 

oriented with its a axis along it and its b axis along z. The two sur

face plasmon waves 

l k , + a , z . fc * 3" IX 1 -Kilt , E = £ e e + c . c . 

< 0 
- i k . 4 a , z . i. J ± IX 1 -iQJt , I fin\ 

2 = £ 2 e e + c . c . / ( 30 ) 

g e n e r a t e d a n o n l i n e a r p o l a r i z a t i o n 

? U > " * W*lx*2, " *lA«>« 0 l \ - « « " : (31 ) 
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(2) where i . = x is the nonlinear susceptibility of quartz, and the 

field amplitudes |£. _J are related to the incident field amplitudes in 

the prism by the usual Fresnel transmission coefficient, using Eq. (14). 

Using the formalism developed in Eqs. (26) and (29), 

-ik z ._ 
E = io e ^ e + c.c. (32) 

where k = 0 and k = - k = - /e — . and the power radiated in the x qz q q c 
2uj 

= - K = - y t — qz q q 
quartz i s given by 

|- I 1 V c / q 
e k j (e k + ie a ) (a + 2a, ) + (e k - ie a ) (2a. - a )e m 

v = —2L-S. m p p m m 1 m p p m 1 m 
a -2a . d" m (e k + i e a ) ( - e k + i e a ) + (e k - ie a ) ( E k +iE a )e "* | _ m p pm mq q m m p p m m q q m J 

where the subscript q for quartz has replaced subscript d, and A 

is the beam overlap area at the interface. Physically, the two inci

dent laser beam^ excited two counterpropagating surface plasmons at the 

silver-crystal quartz interface. The two surface plasmons then inter-
**(2) acted via x of the quartz, generating a nonlinear polarization, 

P (2w), which in turn radiated, generating second harmonic photons. 

Furthermore, because of the requirement of conservation of momentum 

coherently generatej only in directions normal to the interface, i.e. 

along z. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 6(b). A dye laser 

oscillator-amplifier system, with NK-199 in acetone, pumped by a Q-

switched ruby laser, provided 7-mJ, 20-nsec laser pulses at 10 pulses/ 
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minute. The laser beam was tuned to 7456 A with a linewidth less than 

1 cm , and was linearly polarized in the x - z plane. The sample as

sembly was mounted on a rotary table, and consisted of an equilateral 

Schott SF-1Q glass prism, a layer of ct-bromonapthalene as index match

ing fluid, and a — 500 A silver film evaporated on a crystalline quartz 

substrate. The dye laser beam was directed to the sample assembly as 

shown in Fig. 6(b). In order to provide a counterpropagating surface 

plasmon vave, the laser beam exiting from the prism was reflected back 

onto itself. Intensities of the two beams and the efficiency of sur

face plasmon excitation were monitored through beam splitters in the 

laser beams. The second harmonic signal was detected on the quartz 

side along the surface normal direction. 

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 in comparison with 

theory, with the second harmonic signal plotted as a function of angle. 

Each data point represents an average of 10 shots. The observed maxi

mum occurs, as expected, at the angle where the counterpropagating sur

face plasmon waves were optimally excited, and the width of the peak is 

approximately the width of the surface plasmon resonance observed in 

che attenuated total reflection (ATR) measurement. The theoretical 

curve in Fig. 7 was calculated from Eq. (33) using Fresnel coefficients 

deduced from direct fitting of the ATR surface plasmon resonance spec

tra. Variation of the beam cross-section A with the angle 6 was also 

taken into account. Then, apart from a normalization constant, there 

was no other adjustable parameter in the theoretical calculation. Fig

ure 7 shows very good agreement between theory and experiment. The 

slight shift of the theoretical curve relative to the data points can 

be easily accounted for by a possible 0.2° wedge between the quartz and 
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prisra faces. 

Also verified in the experiment was that the generated second har

monic beam was highly directional along the surface normal with a di

vergence of ~- 1 mrad, and was linearly polarized along x. It disap

peared when one of the counterpropagating laser beams was blocked, or 

when the laser beam was made transverse electric so that the surface 

plasmons could no longer be excited, or when the quartz crystal was re

placed by a glass substrate. From Eq. (33), the predicted second har-
-25 munic output was &>(2iii) = 5 * 10 # , <w) ̂ > (u)/A in cgs i-.iits. Note 

chat because of the relatively poor coupling to the surface plasmon, 

R.,... ~ 50%, the maximum value of |fi |/|£. j was ~ 2.5. In the actual MIN * ' q' ' inc' 
12 12 

experiment, with & (w) = 3.5 * 10 erg/sec, &> (w) = 1.7 x 10 erg/ 
2 sec and A 2= 0.25 cm , theoretically, a second harmonic output of 2 x 

10 photons/pulse was expected. Taking into account the collection of 

efficiency of the experimental detection system, the maximum observed 

signal was — 10 photons/pulse. 

The theory also predicts the generation of a second harmonic beam 

corresponding to E propagating out along the surface normal from the 

prism. This beam, in passing through the silver film is attenuated by 
-2a d 

a factor e . However, experimentally, a sizeable background aris
ing from second harmonic generation in the glass prism masked the pre
dicted signal. 

In conclusion, the nonlinear interaction of two counterpropagating 

surface plasraon waves can lead to the generation of a bulk second har

monic wave propagating out from the surface along the surface normal. 

In terms of language of photons, this would mean that two counterpropa

gating photons could annihilate one another and create a second harmon-
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ic photon propagating in the orthogonal direction. Because the effect 

was easily observable, it could be used to studj- second order nonlinear 

optical properties of thin films. 
(2) 

One of the most interesting cases would be to study x of thin 
metal films, and in particular, thin silver films. Because all metals 

(2) have inversion symmetry, x = 0 in the El approximation. The induced 

second order nonlinear polarization therefore arises from Ml and E2 
25 contributions, and can be written as 

?(2) (2o0 = a(V • E)E + B(E • V)E + yE * H (34) 

where the first two terms are electric quadrupole (E2) and the last 

term is magnetic dipole (Ml). In general, all terms can give rise to 

bulk as well as surface contributions; however, for a single input wave 

in isotropic metals, the E2 terms give rise only to a nonlinear surface 

contribution, and the Ml term gives rise only to a nonlinear bulk con

tribution. Furthermore, for metals, the E2 terms are nonvanishing only 

vithin the Thomas-Fermi screening length, i.e. only the first few 

atomic layers at the surface, and can be interpreted as an El surface 

layer lacking inversion symmetry. In the case of second harmonic gen

eration by counterpropagating surface plasmons at a silver-air inter

face, the corresponding bulk and surface contributions to the nonlinear 

polarization obtained from Eq. (34) have a vanishing component parallel 

to the surface (see Appendix ) ; it should be noted that this results 

strictly from symmetry considerations. Consequently, no second har

monic generation along the surface normal should be observed, and in

deed, no such second harmonic signal was observed; only second harmonic 



signal corresponding to a single surface plasmon input was observed. 

Experimentally, the TM input was provided by a doubled NdrYAG pumped 

dye laser, at — 6328 A, linewidth — 0.3 cm , ~ 7 ns pulse length at 10 

pulses per second. The experimental set up was similar to that shown 

in Fig. 6(a) v but with a simple prism-silver film-air ATR geometry, and 
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using a 3 cm saturated NiSO, aqueous solution and a Corning 7-54 co

lor filter to separate the fundamental and second harmonic signals. 

Approximately 1 mJ of energy in a 5 mm diameter in each counterpropa-

gating beam was incident on the prism-silver interface. Finally, al

though second harmonic generation for exactly propagating surface plas-

mons is forbidden by symmetry, by varying the angle between the two 

fundamental surface plastrons, one should be able to determine the coef

ficients a, 3, and y of Eq. (34). 

C. Coherent Third Harmonic Generation by Surface Plasmons 

The next level of complexity in nonlinear interaction of surface 

plasmons involves third order or x processes. Here, experimental 
28 results for third harmonic generation will be presented. Using the 

formalism developed earlier, the experimental results will be shown to 
(3) 

be in good agreement with theory. In addition, x (3w - u + u + u) 

for methanol will be estimated from the experimentally observed signal. 

Consider third harmonic generation by a single surface plasmon in

put at a silver-organic liquid (methanol) interface. Physically, the 

input surface plasmon at frequency u generates F at 3u in both the 

metal and liquid. P in turn radiates, generating a bulk third har

monic wave which can be detected on the prism side. In practice, the 

nonlinearity of the liquid dominated .the third harmonic generation as 
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evidenced by the reduction of the third harmonic signal beyond dececti-

bility when the liquid was replaced by air. The surface plasmons along 

the silver-methanol interface were excited using the Kretschmann con

figuration, as shown in Fig. 8(a). With the input surface plasmon 

field given by 

ik, x+a, .z •± * lx 14 -iwt , «-- n /ic\ 
IS. = 1£ S e C ' ° ' Z 

-, i3k. x-3a. nz .- fc 

^ 3 ) (3. = „ + a + . l l ^ . e l x " e-1^ 

\ k̂  |X l ml« ul (36) 

where the subscript £ for liquid has replaced subscript d used earlier, 
(3) 

X-iti-j i-s C n e third order nonlinear susceptibility for methanol, and 

it. is related to the incident fields in the prism by the usual Fresnel 

coefficient, Eq. (14). To obtain the explicit form of P in Eq. (36) 

above, the form of x for inversion symmetric media and nonresonant 

nonlinear generation was used. Using Eq. (29) to calculate & , the 

third harmonic field in the prism, the power radiated in the prism 

given by 

_ . . _, <*.«. + 3kf u m v>?.M2..iJ 2 

° p S»(3u) - j? /e A 
ZTT p 

"Vp'.Cvu^O^iml^' 3 

D ( 3 k l x > 3 u ) k u ( 3 a a £ + « t ) (37) 

where e , e , a , and a„ are evaluated at 3oi, and A is the cross sec-p m m £ 
tional area of the input beam. 
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The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 8(b). A Quanta Ray DCR1A 
2 laser provided 20 mJ, 10 nsec, TM 1.06 um laser pulses in ~ 1 cm beam 

cross section at 10 pulses per second. The sample cell was mounted on 

a rotary table, and consisted of methanol in contact with a thin 

(— 450 A) silver film which was evaporated onto an equilateral F2 

prism. The input intensity and the efficiency of the surface plasmon 

excitation were monitored by using beam splitters. The third harmonic 

signal was detected on the prism side and directed to the monochromator 

by an angularly adjustable mirror at the exit face of the prism, as 

shown in Fig. 8(b). 

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9, with the excitation 

of the surface plasraon and the third harmonic signal plotted as a func

tion of angle of incidence. The maximum of the third harmonic signal 

occurs, as expected, at the angle of optimum surface plasmon excita

tion, and the angular width of the signal was less than half the width 

of the surface plasmon resonance, as theoretically expected. The third 

harmonic signal was verified to be a narrow band signal at 3u>, highly 

directional with a beam divergence < 1 mrad, and linearly polarized 

along x. Also, when the input polarization was rotated to TE so that 

surface plasmons could no longer be excited, the signal disappeared as 

expected. From Eq. (37), the predicted third harmonic output is given 

by 

£»(3ca) - 2.6 * 10 1 4| x™- 12(-» («) ) 3/A 2 (38) 

in cgs units, where &> (w) - •=— /c~|6. (u) I is the fundamental power 1 Zit p' inc • 
(3) 

incident at the prism-silver interface. Because X-['1,1(3a) - u + u + u) 
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has not been reported in literature, from the observed signal, Eq. (38) 
(3) 

can be used to estimate x • From the observed signal, — 1 photoelec-
tron per pulse, after accounting for the quantum efficiency of the pho-
tomulciplier, the throughput efficiency of the raonochroraator, and the 
overall collection efficiency, the estimated third harmonic signal gen-
erated was — 10*" photons/pulse. Thus, using Eq. (38) 

|x5,,,(3w = o) + u + u)| a 3.0 * 1 0 ~ U esu. (39) 

Note that: for the convention SP = -r—|&J and E = H&e + c.c, 

then |x I — 7.5 * 10 esu. Also, in calculating the numerical 
values in Eqs. (39) and (40), the enhancement factor, t ., was ~- 6, 
as determined by fitting the experimental reflectivity dip. 

As mentioned earlier, in principle one should also be able to ob
serve third harmonic generation in the metal film, with the liquid re
placed by air; however, because 

I* I 2 

for surface plasmons at a silver-air interface, E — - 60 at 1.06 pm, 
r m 

(3) 
unless x (3u> = w + UJ + w) for silver were much larger than for meth
anol, the signal would be extremely difficult to detect without the use 
of picosecond lasers. 

D. Surface Coherent AntiStok.es Raman Spectroscopy 
In all cases of harmonic generation by surface plasmons discussed 

to this point, because of the dielectric function of the metal, Kr(3o>) 

http://AntiStok.es
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> 3K'(w) and K'(2w) > 2K'(ai) and therefore, lacking anomalous disper-
X X X 

sion of the dielectric medium, it was impossible to phase match those 

nonlinear processes. However, in a more general nonlinear process of 

four wave mixing, it is possible to >hase match the nonlinear genera

tion. In particular, for surface coherent antiStokes Raman spectros

copy (CARS), experimental results for a surface nonlinear process, in 
which all input and output waves are surface plasmons, will be present

ly 
fd, and will be shown to be in good agreement with the theory. In ad
dition, the ultimate sensitivity of the surface CARS technique will be 
evaluated. 

The physical processes giving rise to the nonlinear surface CARS 

signal can be easily understood. Consider two su-f-'-ce plasmon waves at 

^ and u,- propagating on a plane boundary surface between a metal and 

dielectric medium with wavevectors (k.)., and (k.),, , respectively, par

allel to the surface. These waves interact on the surface via the 

third order nonlinearity in the dielectric medium, producing a third 

order nonlinear polarization at u = 2ti). - u. which in turn generates 
a l JL 

a surface antiStokes plasmon wave at u> . Furthermore, the antiStokes 

generation will be phase matched if (k )„ = 2(k )., - (k_),, and will 

be resonantly enhanced if 10. - 01- approaches the resonant frequency of 

some excitation in the dielectric medium. Then, just as surface plas-

mons can be excited by bulk waves incident on the prism side of an ATR 

geometry, the antiStokes surface plasmons can couple to bulk waves and 

be detected on the prism side.' 

The theory of surface CARS, as derived in Lqs. (26) and (29), is 

governed by the nonlinear Maxwell equations. The solution for the spe

cial case of surface CARS will be presented here for the sake of com-
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pleteness. As before, the Kretschmann configuration was used for the 
excitation of the surface plasraons, as shown in Fig. 10(a). Incoming 
TM waves, 

ik .•r-iu.t 
E . = 1 .e p i 1 + c.c. , i = 1,2 (41) 
pi pi 

on the prism side with k.. . — Kij(iit.)f linearly excited surface plasmons 

described by fields, 

i(k )(|-p-ta z-iut 
I' ~ l ' e + c c. , l = 1,2 (42) 

in the liquid, with p in the x-y plane. The nonlinear polarization 

governing the antiStokes generation is given by 

?< 3>( U a - 2 ^ - „ 2) - 3x ( 3 ):E u(. 1)^ 1( W l)^ 2(. 2) (43) 

X 0 ) = X 0 ) + X C 3 ) T- (44) 

where the subscripts R and NR refer to the resonant and nonresonant 
**(3) 29 

contributions to x * a n c* w is a vibrational frequency of the li
quid medium. The solution, using Eq. (29) when the small TE componei. 
of ?K is neglected, yields a coherent antiStokes TM wave on the prism 
sid^, 

^ ik -r-iiu t 
E = £ e p a a + c.c. (45) 

with amplitude 
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l 2pl = 8ire k a 
ID p m D(k 

X 

a d ! m 

a. x + k p ( 3 ) 
K Z (A6) 

where k x = k j , = |2<k n ) M - ( k , ) „ | , of = k* - e m -f, and a* = k* 
u2 "l'll ^2'll" m "x & m 2' 

e n — . Note that the expression for k used in Eq. (46) is given by 

k = 2k, - k . The antiStokes power output from the prism side is then 

given by 

,9>(UJ ) = ~- /T~ fdA\£ | 2 (47) 
a 27i p J ' p 1 

where the surface integration is over the beam cross sectional area. 

From Eqs. (41) through (47), one can easily see that the anti

Stokes generation should be strongly enhanced if 1) the incoming waves 

E. and E_ excite surface plasmon resonances so that k.,, = K., , i = 1,2; 1 2 r ul i!i 
2) the surface antiStokes generation is phase matched. Fig. 10(b), so 

that k ,j = K\, ; and 3) u - ID. approaches the resonance excitation fre-
**(3) quency of the liquid medium so that x is resonantly enhanced. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 10(c). A Q-svitched 

ruby laser at 6943 A with a linewidth ^ 0 . 5 cm delivered 30-nsec and 

500-mJ pulses at a repetition rate of 10 pulses/minute. Part of the 

beam was used as the ai. pump beam and the rest was used to pump a dye 

laser (NK199 in acetone) oscillator and amplifier system to yield a 

tunable w. beam at — 7456 A. with a linewidth ^ 1 cm and an energy of 

20 mJ/pulse. The two beams were then directed from the prism side on

to the sample, a glass prism-silver film-benzene combination (Fig. 
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10(a)) sitting on a rotation table. In order to avoid excessive heat-
i 2 ing and burning of the metal film, only (2.5 mJ/cm from the u- beam 

experiment. The anti-

by the detection sys-

2 
and 25 mJ/cm from the u„ beam were used in the 
Stokes output from the prism was then collected 

tem consisting of an interference filter, a L.C .ochromator, and an RCA 
i 

7265 photomultiplier. For the purpose of signal normalization and mon
itoring of the Raman resonance, a bulk CARS experiment on benzene was 
also set up in parallel. The surface plasmon resonances at u. and w„ 
were monitored and their characteristics determined by independent ATR 
.measurements using the above-mentioned lasers. 

In order to phase match the surface CARS generation and to simul

taneously excite the surface plasmons at a), and au as the prism sample 

assembly was rotated, it was necessary to rotate the oi„ beam out of the 

plane of incidence defined by the tii. beam as shown in Fig. 10(b). The 

Cartesian components of.the wavevectors, k-, k_ and k , both inside and 

outside the prism could be conveniently calculated and expressed in 

terras of polar coordinates at the prism-air and prism-silver interfaces. 

Furthermore, (1) by placing a mirror mount, with calibrated angular ad

justment, at the output side of the prism, (2) by recording the angular 

positions of the mirror mount necessary to send the OJ. and t*>2 beams 

parallel to the axis of the collection optics, ard (3) by knowing k 

with respect to k. and k on the prism side, one can then accurately 

extrapolate to the angular position necessary to direct the antiStokes 

signal to the detection system. 

The experimental results on surface CARS are presented in Figs. 

11-13 in comparison with theoretical curves derived from Eq. (46). 

Figure 11 shows the'variation of the .antiStokes signal as (tu- - »-) 
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-1 (3) 

moves through the 992-cm vibration resonance in x of benzene; in 

this case, the input beams were properly directed so that both u. and 

u„ surface plasraons were optimally excited and l h2 phase matching con

dition for surface CARS was satisfied. The theoretical curve describ

ing this resonance peak was calculated by using a resonance linewidth 

determined from the parallel bulk CARS measurement. The nonresonant 
(3) contribution to x must be included in the calculation in order to 

29 obtain a good fit to the experimental data in the wingp. Aside from 

an amplitude normalization constant, no other adjustable parameter was 

used in the calculation of all the theoretical curves. Each data 

point in the figures was the result of an average over 10 shots. The 

error bars on the data points presumably arise from laser mode fluctua

tions. 

When both in and a>„ beams were fixed in space and in frequency, 

but the prism-sample assembly was rotated about the y-axis, the surface 

CARS signal varied as a result of changing k-,, and k.,, ; first, the re

sonance excitation conditions of the surface plasmons at u- and UJ_ were 

changed, and then, the phase mismatch in surface CARS was also varied. 

The results are shown in Fig. 12. Again, the theoretical curve derived 

from Eq. (46) gives a good fit to the experimental data. Here, the 

peak is dominated by the effect due to resonance excitation of the sur

face plasmons at oi and w_. The effect of phase mismatch is of second

ary importance in reducing slightly the width of the peak. In the pre

sent case, the phase matching peak is expected to be extremely broad 

because the effective interaction length of surface CARS is limited by 

the attenuation length 1/KjV of the surface plasmons. In Fig. 13, the 

results on the surface CARS signal versus Ak,, = \2K\\ " k
2|J *" Kall I a r e 
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shown. In the experiment, Aloi was varied by changing the direction of 

k„ij through variation of k„ while keeping the surface plasmons at oi. 

and w„ still optimally excited. Here, relatively large uncertainty in 

the experimental results came from the fact that for each change of 

Akj, , the beams had to be readjusted to optimize the beam overlap on the 

silver film. The theoretical curve is essentially a Lorentzian in Akii , 

arising from the JD(k n ,u )| term in Eq. (46), and agrees well with 

the experimental results. 

The antiStokes signal was found to be highly coherent with < 1 

mrad beam divergence and TM as expected. Furthermore, the signal dis

appeared when the to input beam was rotated to TE. With phase matching 

and with surface plasmons at both u. and GJ_ optimally excited, the 

theory predicts a maximum surface CARS output power 

'(a> ) = 1.1 * 10 3 V 2 ( a O ^ 2 0 O / w 4 (48) 

(3) in cgs units, at the resonance peak of x where w is the incoming 

beam waist. In calculating the theoretical expression f or ̂ (tu ) , en

hancement factors of t . — 6.5 were used, as determined by fitting the 

experimental reflectivity scans of the a> and. ai- lasers. Thus, with 
12 13 2 

^(iD ) = 1.7 x 10 erg/sec and^»(w ) « 1.7 * 10 erg/sec, in a 0.2 cm 

beam cross section 30 nsec pulse, an antiStokes output of 2.5 x 10 

photons/pulse was expected. The actual experimentally observed signal 

from the photoraultiplier corresponded to — 2 * 10 photons/pulse, in 

good agreement with the prediction. The power dependence of the anti

Stokes output on ̂ (w.) and^*(o)„) was also experimentally verified over 

an order of magnitude In signal strength. When either the u. or OJ_ 
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beam was blocked, no signal at OJ was detected after more than 10 
shots, indicating that the signal to background ratio in our experl-

3 ment was greater than 10 . Bulk CARS generation in the glass prism 

could contribute to the background, but in our case, it was 6 orders 
of magnitude smaller than the surface CARS because of phase mismatch. 

To demonstrate that the surface CARS could be used to study li
quids other than benzene, the technique was also used to probe the 991 
and 1030 cm Raman modes of pyridine. In this case, the Kiatschmann 
ATR geometry with prism-silver film-pyridine was used. With both the 
to and w_ surface plasmons optimally excited, and with the phase match
ing condition for the antiStokes generation satisfied, the surface CARS 

as shown in Figs. 14-15. The theoretical curves were calculated using 
adjustable amplitudes and literature values for the linewidths. In 

order to obtain a good fit to the experimental data in the wings, it 
(3) 29 was necessary not only to include a nonresonant contribution to x . 

but also to include the interference terms between the two resonances, 
so that overall, 

r(3) _ ?(3) *(3) T_l , ~<3) 
XNR + XR1 u v l - (^ - u 2) - i.T1

 + *R2 u ^ - (^ - u 2> - *. 2 

(49) 
Because x a

 riori for Raman spectroscopy, the ratio of the surface 
CARS signal should correspond directly to the Raman scattering cross 
sections. Experimentally, the ratio of the 991 cm to the 1030 cm 
nonlinear signal was ~ 2.5, in good agreement with the square of the 

2 30 experimental ratio of the Raman cross sections, (1.5) - 2.25. For 
2 2 

an input of 2.8 mJ/cm at w. and 32 mJ/cm at to_, with a 30 ns pulse-



2 width and a beam cross section of 0.25 cm , the measured signal at the 
-1 4 

resonance 991 cm peak corresponded to ~ 1.5 x 10 photons/pulse, 

while 3.3 * 10 photons/pulse was theoretically predicted. Further

more, the surface CARS signal was found to be a highly directional 

beam, and as expected, was a maximum when the surface plasmons at ui. 

Finally, as mentioned earlier, surface plasmons have relatively 

short attenuation lengths S, because of the large e" in the metal. 

Typically, £ = r^ "** 10 Mm for a surface plasmon at a silver dielectric 
x 

interface, with to in the visible region; thus, the interaction length 

in surface CARS is — 10 um. Therefore, even if the dielectric medium 

were to be strongly absorbing, the antiStokes signal would not be ex

pected to be appreciably reduced by the absorption. Experimentally, 

the surface CARS signal from a 1:2 acetone-benzene mixture on silver 

was observed and carefully characterized. When 1.1 mM of oxazine 725 

was dissolved in the acetone-benzene solution, yielding an absorption 

coefficient of ~ 400 cm at the antiStokes frequency, the surface CARS 
28 

signal was essentially unchanged, as expected. 

In summary, surface CARS is a surface specific probe, and in com

parison with bulk CARS has some advantages and rather unique applica

tions. Because the incident laser fields are strongly enhanced, the 

induced nonlinear polarization is corresponding nonlinearly enhanced, 
D y (t J) - Because the effective interation length in surface CARS is pmd 

1 (3) 
only rrvr ~- 10 urn, the technique can be used to probe x for media with 

x 
strong absorption and fluorescence. Also, because the fields only ex
tend into the dielectric medium a distance ~ —, only a very thin layer 
of the dielectric medium at the interface effectively contributes to 
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Che surface CARS signal, and the technique can be used to study chin 

films, overlayers, an', perhaps even adsorbed molecules. The sensitiv

ity nf che techniqr" sH.th nanosecond laser pulses is limiced by optical 

damage of che metal fxlra. Because the damage for absorbing media 

usually has an energy fluence rather than an intensity threshold, and 

because the signal is proportional to^^(w ) ̂ (tu-), the ultimate sensi

tivity of the surface CARS technique could be greatly improved by the 

use of picosecond pump pulses. In particular, if a 10 psec, 10 \iJ/ 

pulse input beams focused to a diameter of 400 um were used, then, from 

Eq. (48), the expected surface CARS signal for Che prism-silver-benzene 

system is - 1 x 10 photons/pulse. If there were only a monolayer of 

benzene molecules on the silver surface, since the signal is propor

tional to the square of the number of molecules, the expected surface 
4 5 CARS signal would be reduced by 10 to 10 . Thus, the surface CARS 

technique, with picosecond lasers, should have sufficient sensitivity 

to detect submonolayers of adsorbed molecules» and because of its sur

face specific nature, surface CARS should provide a useful tool for ap

plications in surface science. 
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Chapter IV. Surface Enhanced Seconc Harmonic Generation 

at Rough Metal Surfaces 

A. Background and Motivation 

Since its discovery in 1974, surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

(SERS) has stimulated both experimental and theoretical work on adsorbed 
12 molecules at rough metal surfaces. It was found experimentally that 

the effective Raman cross sections of some molecules adsorbed on rough 

silver surfaces were 10 to 10 times larger than thjse of the same mo

lecules in solution. In this chapter, in an effort to explore and un

derstand this anomalously large enhancement, experimental results as 

well as a theoretical evaluation of surface enhanced second harmonic 

generation will be presented. In addition, based on the proposed the

oretical model, applications to the detection and spectroscopy of ad

sorbed molecules will be proposed. 

Various mechanisms have been suggested to explain the enhancement. 

Some involve molecular interaction between the molecules and the metal 
12 31 

(known as the chemical effect). * Others rely on the electromagne
tic interaction between molecules and metal (the electromagnetic ef-

12 32 feet). * The chemical effect is often the main issue of discussion 

on SERS, and is evidenced by the observation that only selective mole-

difficult to understand how an allowed Raman transition of the molecules 

can have its strength increased by 10 through metal-molecule interac

tion but have its corresponding Raman shift nearly unchanged. The elec

tromagnetic effect, on the other hand, can lead to an enhancement of 
4 33 

— 10 , as demonstrated by an experiment of Rowe et al. with controlled 
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surface preparation under ultrahigh vacuum. The ".ocal field created by 

lociil surface plasmon excitation on the rough surface structure is pre-
32 34 

sumably responsible for the enhancement. * Most likely, however, it 
is the combined force of the chemical effect and the electromagnetic 
effect that gives rise to the total enhancement of ~ 10 . In this re
spect, it is important to note that in the usual experiments, the mini

mi 
mum observable enhancement factor is ~ 10 as limited by the sensitiv
ity of the detection system, and the chemical effect may be of critical 
importance in bringing the total enhancement to a detectable level. 

One would like to separate the chemical effect from the electro

magnetic effect. This is, unfortunately, very difficult with the mole

cules adsorbed on the metal surface. However, if the local field en

hancement picture is correct then the surface enhanced phenomenon 
35 should be rather general. Hartstein et al. have reported an observed 

enhancement of "~ 20 for infrared absorption of molecular monolayers on 

metal surfaces. The enhancement should also be present for all nonlin

ear optical processes. If the metal surface alone has a detectable 

nonlinearity, then the enhancement of the nonlinear optical effect 

should be observable on a metal-air interface without the presence of 

adsorbed molecules. This eliminates the complication of the chemical 

effect that may change the nonlinear optical coefficient and contribute 

to the enhancement as in the Raman and infrared cases. Second harmonic 
25 (SH) reflection from metal surfaces in air is most interesting. The 

nonlinearity originates from the first one or two ."Layers of metal atoms 
33 

at the surrace, and according to the theory, the local field enhance
ment is expected to be strongest in these layers. Here, experimental 
results on second harmonic reflection (2OJ at 0.53 ym) from smooth and 
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rough surfaces of evaporated films and bulk samples of silver, copper, 
13 

and gold will be presented. Large enhancements due to surface rough
ness were actually observed. 

B. Local Field Theory 

Second harmonic reflection results from the nonlinear polarization 
25 P(2w) induced by the laser on the metal surface, 

? ( 2 ) ( 2 W ) = a(V • £)£ + 0(1 • v)t + yl * (V * 1) (50) 

where c>. $, and y are coefficients characteristic of the metal. Be

cause of the large dielectric constant of a metal, the a and (3 terms 

dominate in F (2u)t and are mainly due to contributions from the 

first one or two layers of metal atoms at the surface. For a rough 

surface, however, P (2u>) varies over the surface. Intuitively, this 

local field enhancement can be explained as follows. From electrosta

tics, the fields at pointed or sharp features on a metal surface can 

be very large. Furthermore, even if the fields are time varying, as 

long as the linear dimensions of the sharp features are much less than 

a wavelength, the results remain valid. 

The enhanced fields must result from an accumulation of charge, 

which can be expressed in terms of a polarization. Furthermore, if 

one assumes that 

£ l o c(o>) = 1(a) + a?L(u>) (51) 

and 
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PL<uO = b E l o c ( u ) , (52) 

where a and b are some frequency dependent proportionality constants, 
37 then following the usual simple derivation in nonlinear optics, 

E, (ui) = L(ID)E(U) loc 

L(«) = T-^-rr (53) 

P^ 2 )(2u) S o e f f ( V • E)E + 0 e f f ( E * V)E (54) 

2 neglecting magnetic-dipole contribution, where a -- = L (u)L(2ai)a and 
2 34 0 c = L (uj)L(2ti))S. McCall et al. showed that for a spheroid, err 

L<"> - [«(„? + 2] < 5 5> 

where e(ti)) is the dielectric constant of the spheroid. At the surface 

plasmon resonance of the spheroid, Re[e(u)) -r 2] = 0 and L(OJ) becomes 

resonantly enhanced with the enhancement inversely proportional to 

Im(c). For a different geometrical shape of small metal aggregates, 

E(U) + 2 should be replaced by another function f(e), and the surface 

plasmon resonance is excited when Re[f(E)] = 0. 

The second harmonic signal from reflection is proportional to 

^ (2ui)I dA, where the integration is over the surface irradiated 

by the incoming laser beam. The second harmonic generation should be 
M2) 
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dominated by P- (2m) in regions with the near maximum local field cor

rection. Let x by the fractional area of such regions. Then, the lo

cal field enhancement of second harmonic generation from a rough sur

face over that from a smooth surface should be given approximately by 

n = JL 2(u)L(2 (o) 1
l 2 x. (56) 

' max 

C. Experimental Results and Discussion 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 16. A Q-switched Nd:YAG 

laser with 10 pulses/sec was used to provide the pump be*ti at 1.06 pro 

at a 45° angle of incidence. To avoid damage of the sample surface, 

the 10 ns pump pulse energy was limited to — 7 mJ in a 5-mro diameter 

spot on :_he sample. Two types of samples were mainly used in the ex

periment: smooth evaporated films, — 1000 A thick, and bulk samples 

roughened by electrolytic cycling. In preparing a rough sample sur

face, the electrolytic process was performed in 0,1 M KCJL in water, and 
2 with — 65 mC/cm of charge transportation occuring in each cycle. As a 

calibration, we checked that when ,05Mof pyridine was also dissolved 

in the solution, the sample surface obtained after one or two such 

cycles produced a surface Raman enhancement of — 10 . The roughened 

sample was taken out of the electrolytic solution (without pyridine), 

rinsed with distilled water, and finally dried by nitrogen gas before 

the measurement. 

With the sample in the setup shown in Fig. 16, the reflected SH 

signals (verified to be originating from the Ag sample) were measured 

and analyzed. In the experiment, it is believed that the second har

monic signal originated from the silver surface for the following rea-
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sons. First, any adsoTbed molecules present would have been blown off 

the surface by the first few laser pulses, as this is a well known tech

nique for cleaning surfaces. Second, even if there were a few adsorbed 

molecules still present, their contribution to the SH signal would be 
25 negligible. Third, typically 99.8% of the charge transferred during 

an electrolytic: cycle is recovered, indicating that the residual sil

ver chloride would be much less than a monolayer. Furthermore, enhanced 

SH signals were already observed from thin silver films evaporated at ~-

100 A/sec, and from mechanically polished bulk silver samples, neither 

of which had been exposed to the electrolytic solution. With the 1.06 

urn TM input, the signal from the smooth film was a well collimated beam 

in the specularly reflected direction, and was polarized in the TM 
25 

mode. The SH signal from the rough surfc.ce, however, was highly dif
fuse, nearly isotropic in angular distribution, as shown in Fig. 17, 
and independent of both input and output polarizations. 

The spectra of the output signals were also analyzed, as shown in 

Fig. 18 for silver. Tie second hanronic generation was evidenced y 

the sharp peak at the second harmonic frequency. In addition, a broad 

spectral background, highly diffuse and extending from ~- 3500 A to the 

infrared (limited to — 6000 A by our detection system), also appeared. 

For the smooth "film, the background was weak, but for the rough surface, 

it was exceptionally strong. 

The second harmonic signal from the electrolytically roughened 

surface of bulk silver, integrated over the 2TT emission solid angle, 
4 

was found to be 1 x 10 times larger than the collimated EH from the 

smooth film. The exact value depended somewhat on the surface prepara

tion, but with the same surface preparation procedure, the result was 

http://surfc.ce
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reproducible to within. 20%. Unlike the Raman case, the signal was de

tectable even from the smooth film, and therefore the enhancement fac

tor was obtained from a direct comparison of two signals, and should be 

quite accurate except for a possible error of — 50% in the measured 

angular distribution of the diffuse signal from the rough surface. 
o 

With less electrolytic cycling (less than 65 mC/cm-"), both the second 

harmonic and the background output became weaker, indicating that rough

ness was essential for the observed background and signal enhancement. 

The laser power dependency of the second harmonic signals from the 

smooth and rough surfaces was also measured. In all cases, the SH sig

nal was quadratic in laser power, as showt in Fig. 19. For the elec-

trolytically cycled bulk silver samples, the power dependency of the 
3 

broadband background was found to be — I(UJ) on the antiStokes side and 
2 3 between I(w) and I(w) on the Stokes side, and the pulse shape closely 

resembled the pump laser pulse. However, for the electrolytically cy-
2 

cled silver films (charge transportation <, 25 raC/cm ) , the power depend
ency of the broadband background was found to be — I(ui) on the anti-

3 Stokes side and — I(w) on the Stokes side. Furthermore, the temporal 

b ;havior of the ro lgh film background showed a clear tail, several 

pulsewidths long. A possible explanation of the different power depend

encies could be the different thermal properties of the bulk and thin 

film samples. From a strictly classical viewpoint, in the julk silver 

sample, the maximum rise in temperature due to absorption and subse-
39 

quent diffusion of energy is expected to be <, 1 C. On the other hand, 

for the thin film, because the thermal conductivity of the substrate (a 

glass slide) compared to silver is small, the average rise in the tem

perature, estimated from the total absorbed energy and heat capacity of 
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silver, is expected to be ~- 20°C; however, locally, the temperature 

rise may be much larger. Thus, if &e antiStokes background arises 

from phonon assisted processes, a much stronger power dependence would 

be expected for the case in which there were more thermally excited 

phonons. Regardless of the detailed mechanism, the results indicate 

that the broadband background is of luminescence origin. Broadband 

luminescence from rough surfaces has also been observed with linear ex-
40 citation in Raman studies. 

Similar results were obtained for gold, although both the second 

harmonic signal and the luminescence background from the rough surface 

was much weaker. The observed enhancement for second harmonic genera

tion at the electrolytically cycled surface was ~ 10 . For copper, the 

broadband luminescence from the rough surface was several times strong

er than in silver, and masked off the narrow-band second harmonic sig

nal. Consequently, the surface enhancement for SH on copper, if any, 

was less than 5 x 10 . 

Electron micrographs of electrolytically cycled silver surfaces 
have indicated that the surface roughness consists of ~ 500 A Ag parti
cles separated by 1500-3000 A."3 One can therefore reasonably assume 

i 

in Eq. (56) the fractional area x where L(ID) is nearly a maximum due to 

plasmon resonance to be — 5%, and since 2u> is far away from a) in our 

case, L(2tu) — 1. Using the observed enhancement of n = 10 in Eq. (56), 

L(u>) - 20. This value of local field correction is certainly very rea

sonable considering that on a smooth silver-air interface, the field 

enhancement due to surface plasmon excitation can already be as high as 

~ 20. Copper and gold are expected to have smaller L(a>) because of the 

larger values in their Im(e(ii))). 
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Additional valuable information on the local fjield enhancement 
i 

could be obtained by measuring the frequency dependence of the enhanced 

second harmonic on rough metal surfaces. Furthermore, to obtain a more 

quantitative comparison between theory and experiment, it would be 

highly desirable to perform the experiment on a well defined rough sur

face structure, such as arrays of ellipsoids of the same size formed by 

lithographic techniques. ' Because the second harmonic signal arises 
j 

in the first one or two monolayers of the metal atoms, the addition of 

a layer of adsorbed molecules might significantly increase the second 

harmonic signal. In particular, techniques for depositing monolayers 

of organic molecules such as pyridine or benzoic acid, are well known. 

In attempting to observe the signal from adsorbed molecules, it may be 

necessary to reduce the laser intensity to prevent the desorption of 

the adsorbed monolayer. If the second harmonic signal arising from the 

additional layer is easily observable, it should also be observable on 

smooth surfaces, and other x processes should also be readily observ

able. In particular, a very interesting application1 would be sum fre

quency generation by molecular monolayers. By tuning one of the input 

frequencies through infrared absorptions, the technique would provide a 

high resolution surface sensitive infrared probe. 

In summary, experimental results from second harmonic generation 

in reflection from metal surfaces have unambiguously demonstrated that 

the local fields on rough surface structures can lead to a large en

hancement in the strength of a nonlinear optical process. Unlike the 

Raman case, the metal-molecule interaction does not play a role. In 

addition, an unusually broad luminescence has been observed from the 

rough metal surfaces. The mechanism leading to such luminescence is 
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not yet understood. 
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Chapter V. Summary and Conclusions 

In Chapter II, che linear properties and characteristics of sur

face plasmons were reviewed. Detailed calculation of the dispersion 

relation, fields, and Poynting vector were presented. The mathematical 

formalism of the linear ATR technique to excite surface plasmons was 

reviewed, in conjunction with simple physical arguments and intuitive 

interpretations of the results. Realistic numbers characteristic of 

surface plasmons at silver-dielectric interfaces, based on experimenC-

ally obtained data, were calculated, and a detailed description of an 

experimental setup used Co monitor surface plasmon excitation was dis

cussed. 

In Chapter III, drawing upon the results of the previous chapter, 

a detailed theory for nonlinear interaction of surface plasmons was 

presenued. The theory was then used to interpret experimental results 

for both second and third ord.er npnlinear processes. In particular, 

results on counterpropagating surface plasmons at a silver-crystal 

quartz interface generating second harmonic photons propagating normal 

to the interface were presented. Although symmetry considerations pre

vented a similar signal from a silver-air interface, an experiment for 

measuring the E2 and Ml contributions to the nonlinearity of silver was 

proposed. From experimental results on third harmonic generation by 
(3) 

surface plasmons at a silver-methanol interface, a value for x-ni-i On) = 

ta + OJ + u>) for methanol was obtained. Results on surface CARS, a sur

face nonlinear process in which all inputs and outputs are surface 

plasmons were given. Experimental results for surface CARS at both 

silver-benzene and silver-pyridine interfaces were presented. Further-
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more, the utility of the technique in absorbing media was demonstrated. 

Based on the experimental results, an ultimate monolayer or even submon-

olayeir detection of adsorbed molecules by the surface CARS technique 

was predicted. 

In Chapter IV, emphasis was shifted co nonlinear interaction at 

rough metal surfaces, A brief description of the experimental results 

and numerous theories on surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy provided 

the motivating force for surface enhanced second harmonic generation. 

Experimental results for the surface enhanced SH signal were presented 

and interpreted in terras of a simple local field correction theory. In 

addition, proposals for further experiments to conf,rm the local field 

theory were made. Also, the possibility of using surface enhanced pro

cesses to probe adsorbed molecules was proposed. 

In conclusion, theories and experimental results for nonlinear in

teraction at metal-dielectric interfaces have been presented. In the 

case of nonlinear surface plasmon interaction, the experimental results 

have verified the theoretical predictions. In addition, because of its 

surface specific nature and short propagation length, the nonlinear 

surface plasmon technique can provide very high resolution surface 

probe, sensitive to changes resulting from adsorbed molecules. With 

picosecond lasers, the technique could be used for time resolved svi-

face studies, as well as for monolayer detection of adsorbed molecules. 

Also, the surface plasmon technique can be used to probe more general 

four wave mixing processes, for example phase conjugation or resonant 

surface CARS. On the other hand, the experimental results for surface 

enhanced second harmonic generation have clearly established the impor

tance of the local field correction for light-matter interaction at 
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rough surfaces. Furthermore, because of the completely general nature 

of the local field enhancement, it should find important applications 

in surface science, both in studying general nonlinear processes, and 

in probing metal-molecule interaction. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Schematic of a surface electromagnetic wave propagating along 

x. The amplitude of exponentially decaying fields is plotted 

verus z. 

Fig. 2 Surface plasmon dispersion curve for a metal-dielectric inter

face. 

Fig. 3 The Kretschmann ATR configuration. 

Fig. U Reflectivity versus the angle of incidence 0, defined in Fig. 

3, showing the sharp dip resulting from surface plasmon exci

tation. The solid curve is a theoretical curve that fits the 

experimental data points (after Ref. A, K. C. Chu et al.). 

Fig. 5 Experimental setup used to moni'-or surface plasmon excitation. 

Fig. 6 (a) The sample assembly. 

(b) Block diagram of the experimental setur. F is a 10 cm 

long cell with an aqueous solution of saturated CuSO,. 

Fig. 7 Second harmonic intensity versus 0. 0 is defined in Fig. 6(a). 

Fig. 8 (a) The sample assembly. 

(b) Schematic of the experimental setup. 

Fig. 9 (a) Reflectivity of the incident laser beam versus 6. 8 is 

defined in Fig. 8(a). 

(b) Third harmonic intensity versus a. 

Fig. 10 (a) Prism-metal-liquid assembly. Beam 1 propagates in the x-z 

plane, beam 2 and the output do not. 

(b) Wavevectors in the glass prism; components in the x-y 

plane are phasematched. 

(c) Block diagram of the experimental setup. IF is an inter-
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ference filter and L is a lens. 

Fig. 11 Surface CARS signal (benzene) versus (OJ. - w_) near resonance. 

Fig. 12 Surface CARS signal (benzene) versus the angular position of 

the prism assembly about the y axis. 8 is the angle between 

the direction of beam 1 incident on the prism and the prism 

normal. 

Fig. 13 Surface CARS signal (benzene) versus the phase mismatch, (Ak),, . 

Fig. 14 Surface CARS signal (pyridine) versus (us - w.) near the 991 

cm Raman resonance. 

Fig. 15 Surface CARS signal (pyridine) versus (LI. - u>_) near the 1030 

cm Raman resonance. 

Fig. 16 Experimental setup; Fl is a red cutoff filter, F2 is an infra

red blocking, visible passing color filter, IF is a narrowband 

interference filter, center wavelength 0.53 um, and L is a f/1 

collection lens. 

Fig. 17 Angular distribution of the surface enhanced second harmonic 

signal, from rough bulk silver, in the plane of incidence. 

Fig. 18 Spectral distribution of the nonlinear signal from a rough bulk 

silver sample. 

Fig. 19 Power dependencies of the nonlinear signal on silverj the up

per and lower curves show the quadratic dependency of the dif

fuse SH signal from the rough bulk sample and of the collimated 

SH signal from the smooth film, respectively; the dashed curve 

shows the cubic dependency of the diffuse antiStokes signal 

from the rough bulk sample. 
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Appendix. Bulk and Surface ContribuCions to P for 

Counterpropagating Surface Plasmons 

+ (2) 

In the appendix, the general form of P for inversion symmetric 

media, including both the bulk and the surface contributions, will be 

explicitly evaluated for the case of counterpropagating surface plasmons 

at a metal-air interface. In this case, it will be shown that P has 

a nonzero component only normal to the surface, along z, and thus cannot 

radiate a coherent second harmonic beam propagating along z. 

Consider surface plasmons propagating along ± x at a metal (z ̂  0) 

-air (z ̂  0) interface. The induced second order nonlinear polarization 
arises from E2 and Ml contributions in the metal, and can be written 

25 

? ( 2 ) = a(V - 1)1 + 8(E • V)l + yl * H. (Al) 

Drawing from the results of Chapter II, the input fields in the metal 

for counterpropagating surface plasmons are given by 

, ik x-a z 
S, = S, T - a x + i k z)e e 

1 1 k x m x 

h - £x F- « v - i v>«" l k x M ""«" 1 " t <A2> 

ik x-a z . ,_ 
A. * i— - x m - i< i ) t Jf_ = £_ /e y e e l 1 \a 

2 1 "m 
- ik x-a_z 

(A3) 
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(A4) 

2 where k - a = k = e —77 . The nonlinear polarization associated with x m m m „' 
the counterpropagating i, ,. t surface plasmons is given by 

P ( 2 ) = a[0? • lx)i2 + <v" • fip^] + a [ ( ^ • V)&2 + (&2 • v)£ , i 

+ Y f ^ * ^ 2 + '^2 x ^ J . (A3) 

The bulk contribution to the nonlinear polarization, obtained by usin^ 
Kqs. (A2) to (A4) to evaluate P , is given by 

bulk 
L 

2iBa k 2ya »T~ -2a z m x , ram m - ^ i w t + e e • (Ao • 

In addition, in the presence of the interface at z » 0, there is «li,o :: 

surface contribution to the nonlinear driving force, 

f(2) . 11- A < 2 ) d 2 . surlace n "*" 0 J 

+ (2) 

Physically, the surface polarization term arising from P can be in
terpreted as a single dipole layer lacking inversion symmetry. To eval
uate Eq. (P.~), because both £ and 5t are finite and bounded at the inter
face z s 0, in the limit n -*• 0, the M2 term, as well as terms of the 



form &. •—- &,, vanish; only terms containing T— give nonzero contribu-1 dx j 3z 
tions. In particular, 

? (2) . lin, / • ' 1

d J a r ( ' J _ S \ * + / L « )t] 
p s u r f ri + O , / \ L \ 3 z W 2 \ } 2 2 Z / / l J 

+ 4(£l^>2+(a2^>i]}" < A 8 > 

Using the component form of the fields and using the boundary condition 

requiring that (D), be continuous to relate the fields at ± n, one finds 

(2) = ; £ 2 tn+J* . ill. . R ^ - 2 * " P * = z 
rsurf ^ 2(0 +)(^-l)Cc, + B)a- 2 1 a , t . (A9) 

Thus, for counterpropagating surface plasraons at a metal-air inter
face, the nonlinear polarization, including surface and bulk contribu
tions, has a nonzero component only along z, and therefore cannot radi
ate a coherent second harmonic beam propagating along z. This conclu
sion results strictly from the symmetry properties of Che metal and the 
geometry of th« input surface plasmon fields. 
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